Abstract-In this paper we present Rollerchain, a novel Distributed Hash Table that offers efficient data storage through the combination of gossip-based and structured overlay networks. The unstructured component maintains clusters of fully connected nodes, where each cluster acts as a virtual node in the structured component. This architecture simplifies the management of data replication and balances the load among nodes in the system. We have implemented a prototype of Rollerchain that we have used to experimentally validate its performance against other state of the art solutions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] are structured overlays, i.e., overlays where nodes organize themselves into a predefined topology that supports routing. As a result, DHTs can efficiently map a key to a peer active in the system (named the key owner). This functionality allows to implement store/lookup operations of key/value data pairs in a distributed and scalable manner. On top of this basic functionality it is possible to build several types of large-scale distributed applications and services, such as resource-location [5] , publish subscribe [6] , multicast [7] , distributed storage [8] , among others [9] , [10] . As in any other system, in DHTs nodes can voluntarily join, leave, or simply fail. Furthermore, in open large-scale systems, these membership changes can happen at a fast pace, a phenomenon known as churn [11] . To avoid key/value pairs from being lost when a node leaves, they need to be replicated in the DHT. Therefore, key replication is a fundamental aspect of the DHT operation.
The cost of replication has been closely analysed in [12] , which shows that the enforcement of data replication degrees accounts for a significant part of the bandwidth consumption in a distributed storage system and effectively limits the amount of data that can be stored in a DHT. Therefore, the design of DHTs topologies and replication strategies that mitigate these costs is a matter of extreme practical relevance. This paper addresses exactly this problem. As we show in the evaluation section, our architecture can achieve significant savings when compared to previous solutions from the literature. Furthermore, these gains are not achieved by sacrificing or trading off fault-tolerance. On the contrary, experimental results show that our architecture, maintains the keys reachable even under heavy churn while previous approaches fail to preserves data availability in such conditions.
The problem of replicating key-data pairs in DHTs has been tackled using three main strategies. One consists in keeping copies of the data in r neighbours (typically the r successors in the DHT ring) of the key owner [1] , [2] , [10] . Other consists of adding salt to the key to deterministically store the value in r other nodes on the DHT [9] , [13] , [14] , [15] . In Path Replication [7] , replicas are created as a result of query processing, by caching the results in the nodes that forwarded the query. A cost comparison of some of these approaches was presented in [16] . Later in the text we provide arguments that highlight the limitations of these approaches (the bandwidth consumption that results from these limitations is quantified in our experimental work). Finally, there is a recently proposed fourth alternative that integrates strongly consistent consensus-based replication with DHTs. Scatter [17] is a key-value storage with support for data replication, that relies on Paxos [18] for maintaining a DHT ring composed of strongly consistent replication groups.
In this paper we present an alternative implementation strategy to build a topology similar to that of Scatter [17] . We have named our implementation Rollerchain. Contrary to Scatter, that heavily relies on consensus to implement every operation, and therefore has higher signalling costs and may block under heavy churn, Rollerchain heavily relies on gossip-based mechanisms. This alternative is interesting, because gossipbased approaches have proven to be a reliable strategy to cope with scenarios where pure structured approaches fail [19] . While Rollerchain provides weaker guarantees, by using a robust gossip scheme and a clever topology maintenance, we show in the evaluation that it is able to avoid the loss of keys even under heavy churn despite its best-effort model. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses related work in more detail. Section III provides a brief overview on the building blocks of our solution, Section IV describes the operation of Rollerchain, and Section V presents the results obtained through extensive experimental evaluation. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Data Replication on DHTs
Neighbour Replication (also known as leaf set replication) keeps copies of each key in the r neighbours of the key owner. A significant advantage of Neighbour Replication is that when its neighbours change, the key owner may trigger the creation of new replicas. Since each node keeps a different set of replicas, bookkeeping becomes costly if one attempts to use a flexible scheme where the number of replicas fluctuates. Therefore, most schemes use some variant of eager replication, where replicas have to be created when nodes fail and moved when nodes join. This becomes very expensive in terms of bandwidth as demonstrated in [12] . Furthermore, depending on the routing scheme used in the DHT, Neighbour Replication may not perform a fair load distribution, as some replicas are more likely to be hit by queries. Multi-Publication stores r replicas of each data item in different positions of the DHT. Then, some mutual monitoring scheme needs to be implemented to detect the departure/failure of a node containing a replica and subsequently restore the replication degree. The main advantage of Multi-Publication is that it offers very good load balancing properties, as multiple queries may be diverted to different regions of the DHT. On the other hand, monitoring becomes extremely expensive, because it needs to use DHT routing and a node may be forced to monitor a different set of nodes for each object that it stores. Other interesting data replication strategies for DHTs can be found in [20] and [21] . Although also relying on clusterbased techniques, these works rely on algorithms that impose additional restrictions to topologies, making them less flexible and limiting their scalability.
Finally, a number of recently proposed overlays take a different approach to replication [17] , [22] . These overlays create self-contained replication groups of nodes which act as single nodes in the DHT. Routing is performed at the group level and not at the physical node level, allowing the system to fine-tune the replication sets. So, even though they are based on consistent hashing (and hence metadata-less approaches), these overlays allow to decouple the management of replication from management of the overlay topology. In Group-based DHTs, each node is a logical entity, materialized by a replica group of variable size. Contrary to classical DHTs where each node has a pre-determined location in the network (depending on its identifier), in these approaches nodes can join any existing replica group. All members of each group coordinate to act as a single node in a higher layer, defining a DHT. Since replication is decoupled from the DHT layer, the replication degree of individual groups can vary without affecting the DHT's structure. As a result, consistent hashing is used to place data items into groups, and data is then replicated among all nodes that belong to that group. Our paper provides an alternative implementation of this approach.
B. Load Balancing on DHTs
Our work leverages on the data replication to improve load balancing. One fundamental problem in DHTs is that node's identifiers or, most likely, keys, may not be uniformly distributed in the address space. As a result, some nodes will be required to maintain (and answer queries for) many items while others may be relatively offloaded. A common technique to circumvent this problem is to use virtual servers [8] , [23] . In this technique, each physical node joins the DHT using multiple identities; each identity represents a virtual node maintained by that physical node. On the other hand, having multiple virtual identities requires each node to maintain more routing information and monitoring more overlay neighbours, which may impose an excessive overhead. Also, this strategy amplifies the effect of churn, as the departure of a single physical node causes the simultaneous failure of multiple virtual servers. Other approaches rely on making a guided choice of node identifiers at join time, to select positions in the Identifier ring such that the load is evenly distributed among all nodes. In order to achieve this, works such as [24] and [25] use probes in the system to determine the best identifier to use. These schemes allow to balance the load of object storage among all nodes in the system without requiring additional routing information, by increasing the cost of join operations. However, they may create a non-uniform distribution of nodes in the identifier space, which hinders the performance of some routing algorithms.
C. Combining Structured and Unstructured Overlays
As previously mentioned, our solution relies on the combination of structured and gossip-based overlay mechanisms. Some previous systems have already explored this idea, although with different goals and, as a result, with solutions that are structurally quite different from Rollerchain. The work by Ghodsi et al. [19] makes the case for combining gossip-based and structured networks, and discusses several examples of successful synergies between both designs. This work claims that through this symbiosis, the current state of the art on DHTs can be improved with new overlay designs that offer better reliability, lower bandwidth costs, or better geometry. Inspired by the work of [26] , in [27] , Maniymaran et al. present an approach that follows this design principle and combines two overlays, a DHT and a interest-based unstructured overlay, at a cost similar to that of building a single one. Kelips [4] is a DHT structured using virtual nodes composed of several physical peers. Unlike Rollerchain, each of these nodes know at least one contact in every other virtual node, creating an one-hop DHT. Kelips supports efficient lookups, but it does not present any solution for data replication and each node stores a pointer to every object owned by its virtual node, a property that severely limits its scalability. Concurrently to our work [28] , [29] proposes an architecture inspired on similar principles; however Rollercain uses different techniques to perform joins, merges, and to maintain the routing table.
III. ROLLERCHAIN OVERVIEW AND BUILDING BLOCKS
Rollerchain dynamically manages the replication groups by combining features of unstructured and structured overlay networks in an integrated design. More specifically, Rollerchain builds a DHT where each (virtual) node is materialized by a small group of peers, the size of which depends on the replication degree, R. These groups are neither static nor defined a priori. Instead, they are dynamically created and maintained by the unstructured component. Acting collaboratively, peers on each virtual node share among themselves the information required to maintain the DHT topology and the data stored by their virtual node. The unstructured component of Rollerchain is responsible for creating and maintaining the virtual nodes. Some of its mechanisms are inspired by Overnesia, an unstructured overlay that aggregates peers in clusters [30] . The structured component of Rollerchain runs the DHT maintenance algorithms. For self-containment, before describing the operation of Rollerchain in detail, we provide a brief overview of Overnesia and of the Chord DHT [1] , whose architectures have inspired our design. a) Overnesia: Overnesia [30] is an unstructured overlay network where nodes self-organize into fully connected clusters which, in turn, are highly and randomly connected among themselves. The target size of these clusters can be configured by the application to a given targetClusterSize value. However, the cost of ensuring that every generated cluster produced by the protocol has exactly the same size in highly dynamic and open environments can be prohibitively high. To overcome this challenge, Overnesia instead ensures that the size of clusters is distributed between minClusterSize and maxClusterSize, with a predominance of clusters with the targetClusterSize (evidently, minClusterSize < targetClusterSize < maxClusterSize). Each Overnesia cluster is assigned a random identifier that is known by all elements of that cluster. A gossip-based anti-entropy mechanism, in which elements of each cluster periodically and randomly exchange messages among themselves, is employed to ensure that cluster members converge on a consistent view of the cluster membership, despite concurrent joins and failures in the system. Furthermore, this process is used to provide a minimal amount of coordination required to increase the diversity of external links maintained by different cluster members. Note that Overnesia does not offer any DHT support. As a result, the way links are established among clusters does not take any sort of routing requirements into account, other than attempting to maximize the connectivity of the network.
is a widely known DHT that organizes nodes in a ring-like topology. It places objects in specific nodes of the ring using consistent hashing. Chord's ring is created by sorting nodes by their identifier modulus the size of the identifier space. Its maintenance is mostly proactive, such that each node keeps a predecessor and a successor node through periodic maintenance routines. More specifically, each node N periodically queries its successor S in order to obtain the predecessor P of S (naturally, in a stable scenario, we should have P = N ); should P = N be a node with an identifier in the interval ]N id; S id[, N will then switch its successor pointer to node P . After this update, N informs P that it is now P 's predecessor. This simple routine allows the ring to converge and remain connected even in face of concurrent entry and departure of nodes. Even though Chord's ring would suffice for any node to reach any other node in the overlay, routing messages exclusively through this ring would be very inefficient. Thus, Chord's protocol includes an efficient routing mechanism: each Chord node maintains a Finger Table, from which it selects the closest node on the ring to route messages towards their destination. As the Finger Table contains pointers to nodes which are at exponentially increasing distances from the node's position in the ring, this mechanism allows Chord to route messages in log(N ) network hops, where N is the total number of nodes (since the overlay distance to the destination can be halved with each hop).
IV. ROLLERCHAIN OPERATION
A. Definitions and Basic Operation
We opted to preserve the nomenclature of the original Chord paper, where each peer is denoted a node. Therefore, in Rollerchain, each peer is called a physical node, or pnode for short. The unstructured component of Rollerchain aggregates pnodes in clusters. All pnodes that belong to the same cluster cooperate to behave collectively as a logical virtual node, or vnode. A vnode is a fully connected cluster of pnodes with a fluctuating size around R (the replication factor) that act as a single node in the structured layer. To facilitate the coordination among pnodes in the same vnode, an anti-entropy gossip-based protocol is executed among them. This protocol allows pnodes to exchange information required for the operation of Rollerchain (which we will incrementally describe), including the membership of the vnode and key/value pairs maintained by its members. Also, to simplify coordination among vnode members in several Rollerchain procedures, the member with the lowest process identifier in each vnode acts as the vnode leader. Occasionally, it may happen that more than a single pnode sees itself as the vnode leader. This does not affect the correctness of Rollerchain, as the leader is only used to reduce the signalling costs of the algorithms. Similarly, if no pnode sees itself as the leader, this only delays the progress of the algorithms until the anti-entropy procedure enables one of the members to see itself as the leader. Virtual nodes establish virtual links among themselves to create a logical ring. A virtual link between vnode A and B is materialized by establishing links among pairs of pnodes
The algorithm for establishing and maintaining virtual links is described later in the text. Fig.1 provides a visual representation of Rollerchain's architecture.
B. The Unstructured Layer
The unstructured layer of Rollerchain is an overlay composed of virtual nodes, where each vnode stores key/value pairs replicated by all of its members. This replication not only increases the resilience of data, but also allows pnodes to share the load of answering queries for objects stored in the associated vnode. When joining the unstructured layer, a pnode starts a random walk in the network, which probes suitable clusters to join. As one of Rollerchain's goals is to balance the load among the virtual nodes that compose the system, the new pnode chooses the most heavily loaded virtual node found in the random walk to join the network. We define the load of a vnode as the number of key/value pairs it stores, normalized to the number of pnodes it is composed of. This mechanism causes heavily loaded virtual nodes to attract new members in order to share their load.
When a vnode leader detects that its vnode has become too large, it starts a division procedure to halve the vnode into two others with the same size. This division serves not only to reduce the costs of replicating data among its members, but also to reduce the number of objects each member stores. When dividing, the position of the vnode in the identifier ring is critical for the good performance of the system. If the joining vnode just selected a new random identifier as it happens in Overnesia, it would discard all of its data, rejoin the DHT and receive new data from its new successor. Thus, to improve the efficiency of the structured layer, when a virtual node is divided in Rollerchain, one of the newly generated vnodes keeps the identifier of the original vnode (to avoid inducing artificial churn in the structured overlay) and the other generates an identifier that allows it to become the owner of half of the original vnode's key/value pairs.
A vnode merge occurs when the vnode leader detects that its vnode's size is dangerously below the target replication degree. The merge prevents objects from being lost by inte-grating the vnode with its successor. The vnode leader obtains its successor vnode's membership and broadcasts it to its neighbours, which then change their vnode identifier.
C. The Structured Layer
The structured layer of Rollerchain is a double-linked ring composed of virtual nodes provided by the unstructured layer. As described earlier, the vnode identifiers are selected to promote the load balancing of the number of objects stored by each vnode. Therefore, vnode identifiers are not uniformly distributed in the identifier space. In typical DHTs (such as Chord [1] , Pastry [2] or Kademlia [3] ), node identifiers are assumed to be uniformly distributed in the identifier space. Thus, typical DHT routing mechanisms cannot be applied to Rollerchain. To ensure efficient routing in Rollerchain's identifier space under these conditions, each vnode in Rollerchain has a virtual link to its immediate successors and one finger table with log(N ) rows, containing virtual links to distant vnodes in the ring. As it happens in DHTs such as Chord [1] or Viceroy [31] , each row in the routing table represents an exponentially larger jump than the previous row. However, whereas in these solutions the larger jumps refer to the identifier space, in Rollerchain each row in the routing table represents an exponentially larger jump in the number of virtual nodes on the ring. When vnodes are distributed uniformly in the ring, both schemes generate similar routing tables. However, if some areas of the identifier space have more vnodes, these will appear more frequently in Rollerchain's routing tables, whereas in typical DHTs they would have the same probability regardless of the density of those regions. It is important to notice that even though this routing scheme ensures that our system can route messages logarithmically with the number of vnodes, other routing mechanisms, such as those based on Skipnets [32] or the work presented in [33] , could also be employed.
D. Layer Interoperation
1) Virtual Link Creation: As described before, virtual nodes cooperate to create a Ring-based DHT. To preserve the logical ring, and to support efficient routing, each virtual node maintains a virtual link to other virtual nodes in the ring. More precisely, a virtual link needs to be maintained to each different virtual node in the finger table (including the successor). Virtual links between two vnodes, say V A and V B , need to be materialized by links between individual members of these vnodes (Fig. 2a) . For fault-tolerance and load balancing, these links should be distributed evenly among these members. For instance, consider a vnode V A that has n members and a vnode V B also with n members. It would be highly undesirable to have a singe pnode a k from V A to have n links to each member of V B (Fig. 2b) . It would be equally undesirable if all nodes in V A establish a link to the same pnode b k in V B (Fig. 2c) . The ideal solution would be to have each pnode a i ∈ V A to have a link to a different pnode b i ∈ V B (Fig. 2d) . In this way, each pnode would be required to maintain a single link and the virtual link would be materialized by n independent physical links. Additionally, this ensures that n − 1 physical links between V A and V B would still be alive after a single pnode failure/departure. In order to quickly achieve an even distribution of links among members of a vnode, the vnode leader (the pnode with the smallest identifier), say a 0 , coordinates a procedure of virtual link creation. This procedure is used when a vnode leader updates the virtual links of its vnode, particularly during vnode division and vnode finger update. We assume that when the virtual link creation procedure is invoked, a 0 is aware of at least one member b k ∈ V B . The leader a 0 starts by requesting b k to return the current snapshot of V B 's membership; we recall that there is an anti-entropy procedure running inside each vnode that keeps such information up-to-date. Knowing the full membership of V A and V B , the leader a 0 assigns links among V A and V B in a round-robin manner, until all pnodes of V A and V B are connected to some pnode in the other vnode (note that Fig. 2 is an over simplification of reality, as V A and V B generally do not have the exact same number of pnodes). Finally, this mapping is propagated to all members of V A . Each individual pnode a k then initiates the establishment of link(s) to its corresponding pnode(s) in V B .
2) Virtual Node Maintenance:
The membership of a vnode may change as pnodes join and leave the overlay. As it is crucial for the connectivity of Rollerchain that its ring remains connected despite membership dynamics, such changes require adjustments to the link assignments that materialize the virtual links maintained by each vnode to its successor and predecessor nodes. 1 Consider first the result of a join operation on virtual node V A by pnode a k . The pnode may help in materializing the virtual links maintained by the virtual node V A . To this purpose, and for each virtual link, pnode a k will attempt to "alleviate" the load of some other members of V A , by serving as endpoint of some of their links. This can be achieved as follows. The information exchanged in the anti-entropy protocol includes the number of forward and backward links maintained by each pnode for a given virtual link. Therefore, a k can select a node that has more forward or backward links than the majority of the remaining pnodes and connects to one of their endpoints. When the other pnode finds out about a k 's links, it closes the redundant link. On the other hand, if a k finds that the number of links is perfectly balanced, the new node just creates a redundant link at random.
Consider now the case where a pnode leaves a vnode. The physical links established by that pnode will break. This means that pnodes on the other endpoint of those links will perform the link re-distribution described in the previous paragraph. Finally, consider the case where multiple join and leaves occur in succession. If joins and leaves are perfectly interleaved, a (physical) link is lost in each leave but a new link is created in each join, and the number of links that materializes the virtual link between two vnodes remains constant. However, if bursts of leaves or joins occur, the balance may no longer be preserved. When, as a result of the anti-entropy procedure, the vnode leader detects heavy imbalance in the link distribution for some virtual link, it triggers a re-balance procedure. This rebalance procedure consists of sending a balanced mapping of physical links for the virtual link to the pnodes causing the imbalance, so that they may adjust their links accordingly.
3) Virtual Node Division:
Vnode division is performed in such way that the two new resulting vnodes have similar size and load. For this purpose, one of the vnodes preserves the identifier of the original vnode and the other vnode becomes its predecessor, by assuming an identifier that causes it to become the owner of half of the key/value pairs of the original vnode. This allows Rollerchain to dynamically adapt to the distribution of keys in the identifier space. Virtual node division is controlled by the leader of the original vnode, that sends a message to all members with the identifiers of the new vnode, the membership of each vnode, and a new assignment for the virtual links maintained between them. This division procedure ensures that the new vnodes are neighbours in the DHT, what contributes to savings in the number of keys moved during this operation, as nodes will only have to locally discard object/key pairs.
4) Virtual Node Merge:
In a steady-state scenario, vnodes are stable, as new pnodes tend to replace failed/departed pnodes. However, as a result of multiple leaves and failures, the size of a vnode may become below the desired replication level for the key/value pairs. This happens when a vnode has very few keys in proportion to its number of members while other vnodes remain heavily loaded in the system. Since the join procedure looks for vnodes that are highly loaded, in order to offer a better load balancing, a vnode with few keys (and therefore, not heavily loaded) may be disregarded by joining pnodes. When a vnode size becomes too small, it is merged with its successor. This ensures that all nodes that are part of the two merging vnodes retain their key/value pairs. The antientropy in the resulting vnode will ensure that those keys will be later replicated by all remaining members. Similarly to other mechanisms, the merge is started by the leader of the merging vnode. In highly dynamic environments, different nodes may see themselves as the leaders of the same vnode, and send out conflicting orders regarding vnode division or merge. However, the system is designed to tolerate these scenarios, as a merge order always supersedes a division order. Thus, even though such orders may create temporary inconsistencies (which are unavoidable in large asynchronous systems), the topology will eventually converge to a correct configuration.
E. Key/Value Pairs Replication
The replication of key/value pairs among the members of a vnode is performed using a combination of eager and lazy replication schemes. When a key/value pair is inserted in a vnode, eager replication is used. The pnode that receives the request uses a best effort application-level multicast primitive to replicate the pair among the other members of its vnode. Subsequently, replicas are maintained using a lazy replication scheme that leverages on the anti-entropy protocols executed among vnode members. Processes include a hash of the keys they own for their current interval of responsibility in the antientropy messages. If (as a result of an anti-entropy exchange) a pnode discovers that its hash differs from that of a neighbour, they exchange their full list of keys, so that both processes may request their missing key/value pairs from each other. To maintain the correct keys at each vnode, each pnode periodically checks the keys it stores. When a pnode detects it is storing objects for which the keys should be owned by its successor (the keys are between its vnode identifier and its successor vnode identifier) or its predecessor (the keys are not between its identifier and its predecessor identifier), it transfers the content to the correct vnode and deletes it locally. The data is sent to a pnode in the other vnode, which in turn sends the hash of its keys to all the remaining elements of its vnode, so that they may request their missing key/value pairs (if any). As it happens with other replication mechanisms for which there is no master copy of the data (e.g. [34] ), this mechanism does not provide strong consistency among the replicas. The anti-entropy mechanism running in each vnode guarantees that eventually all nodes will locally store all the key/value pairs.
F. DHT routing
DHT routing in Rollerchain is similar to Chord routing with some twists. Logically, lookups follow virtual nodes, using the virtual links maintained in the vnode's finger table. In reality, lookups are implemented by individual pnodes. When the lookup arrives at a pnode, it uses its own finger table to select a pnode to be the next hop for the lookup. If the pnode cannot contact the next hop, the lookup is re-routed to another pnode in its own vnode, which attempts to forward the lookup using one of its own links. This is similar to the re-route mechanisms used by DHTs that have routing tables with alternate paths (for instance, Pastry [2] ). Due to the redundancy in the virtual link maintenance, it becomes very hard to undermine routing in Rollerchain. As it happens in Chord, all lookups end in the predecessor of the key, which return their successor as the owner of the key. In Rollerchain, when lookups reach one pnode in the predecessor vnode of the target key, it returns a random successor pnode (we recall that each pnode knows the composition of its successor vnode through the anti-entropy protocol). This allows the query load to be equally distributed by all nodes despite some (possibly temporary) imbalance in incoming links.
V. EVALUATION
In this section we present experimental results that validate the design of Rollerchain. All results reported in this paper were obtained using the Peersim simulator [35] event-based engine. The system was populated with 50.000 objects and is composed of 10.000 nodes. To extract comparative measures, we used Chord with the Neighbour Replication scheme and Chord with Multi-Publication (as described earlier). We evaluate the performance of Rollerchain in terms of bandwidth efficiency and load balancing. 
A. Experimental Parameters
All Chord configurations used a replication factor of 7 (in Neighbour Replication, each key is replicated in the owner and in 6 of its successors). Rollerchain was configured with a minClusterSize of 3 and a maxClusterSize 8, which we experimentally determined results in vnodes being composed, on average, by 7 pnodes. This means the average replication factor of all replication techniques is the same. Furthermore, Rollerchain's routing table size was set to 11, to ensure that both protocols have a similar number of (distinct) fingers, creating routes with the same number of hops (15 on average). The anti-entropy mechanism of Rollerchain was also executed as often as the replication maintenance routines of the other replication schemes. The results presented are the average of, at least, 5 individual simulations for each scenario.
B. Communication Overhead under Churn
In order to demonstrate the advantages of Rollerchain in terms of objects transferred between nodes and the impact of combining two overlays, this section presents experimental results for the communication overhead of each system in a (highly) dynamic scenario. To this end, we have conducted experiments as follows. All overlays were initialized by having nodes join the system one at a time. After a stabilization period, churn was induced for 10.000 consecutive simulation steps (one step corresponds to up to 5 Round Trip Times). In each step, c nodes were concurrently removed and c new nodes were added (c is dubbed churn rate). We performed experiments with churn rates of 1, 10, and 100. By using increasing churn rates we can assess how each overlay and each replication scheme responds to increasing dynamics in system membership.
Objects transferred between nodes
One of the main goals of Rollerchain is to take advantage of its flexible replication degree to reduce the bandwidth required to maintain objects available when compared with previous solutions. Table I shows the average number of objects transferred per node during the course of the simulation and the percentage of objects reachable at the end of the simulations for the same churn rate.
We first direct the reader's attention to the c = 1 scenario, where all topologies are able to preserve the reachability of all keys. In the remaining scenarios, Neighbour Replication and Multi-Publication's results are affected by the loss of keys; these are discussed further ahead in the text. For c = 1, it is clear that Rollerchain transfers significantly less objects than the other replication techniques. This happens because in Rollerchain most data transfers are useful, i.e., they are used to recover the target replication degree. In the competing approaches, many data transfers have no impact on reliability, they are performed exclusively to preserve some replicationtopological constraint (such as to keep replicas close to the key owner) with no benefit on data availability.
When a node joins Chord, it must receive all the objects it will own and one replica of each object its R − 1 neighbours own. Being O t the total number of objects stored in the system and N the size of the network, on average each node join will cause the transfer of (O t /N ) × R objects. Conversely, a node failure triggers the creation of (O t /N ) × R new replicas. The combined effect of a failure followed by a join causes 2 × (O t /N ) × R data transfers. Rollerchain avoids creating new copies of data immediately after a failure. By construction, joins happen in vnodes that have lost members and replicas are created to restore the replication degree at that time.
In any of the schemes, the minimum number of objects transferred per joining node would be (O t /N ) × R (i.e., 35 in our setting). Rollerchain's results are close to this value, whereas Neighbour Replication's results are closer to 70, which matches the expected results as discussed above. Naturally, none of the architectures achieves the theoretical minimum given that under churn, transient routing inconsistencies lead to data being replicated at wrong locations (and later discarded). This effect is particularly noticeable for MultiPublication, as this scheme relies heavily on overlay routing to perform replication.
We now discuss the results for higher churn rates. Frequent changes in the network topology cause havoc in the replica maintenance schemes of Neighbour Replication and Multi-Publication, due to the increasing number of routing inconsistencies. In fact, Multi-Publication loses a large number of objects during the simulation, for c = 10. This effect is also observed for Neighbour Replication, for c = 100. Since objects are lost, the number of moved objects decreases (obviously, the number of moved objects in this case can no longer be compared with Rollerchain, where most objects are still reachable in these conditions). Rollerchain is much more robust, as the DHT topology remains stable. Still, under heavy churn, even in Rollerchain, new nodes become unable to perfectly replace the failed ones, inducing occasional changes in the structured layer through divisions and merges of virtual nodes, some minimal data loss (less than 2%), and some performance degradation.
Overlay maintenance costs
Figures 3 and 5 show the bandwidth consumption resulting from the two remaining sources of overhead: i) the signalling costs of the monitoring protocols that are required to preserve the replication degree ( Figure 3) ; and ii) the costs associated with maintaining the overlay topology ( Figure 5 ).
The costs of maintaining replication in Rollerchain are not significantly different from those of Neighbour Replication. In both protocols, each node has to gossip with a limited number of neighbours (one in the case of Rollerchain, as each pnode gossips with only one other neighbour on each round, and R−1 in the case of Neighbour Replication). Also, in both cases, the message contains only a simple hash of the node's data. MultiPublication's costs are at least two orders of magnitude higher. This results from the periodic lookups that a node is required to perform for every key it owns. These lookups are routed in the overlay and incur in multiple message exchanges. In fact, when considering only the periodic replication mechanisms, Multi-Publication requires a node to monitor R−1 nodes in the overlay for each key it stores. Since the replica nodes for each object are distributed in the overlay using consistent hashing, the larger the system is the less likely it is that different objects are replicated in the same node. Thus, even in stable topologies (with no node joins or leaves), the number of neighbours each node has to contact increases with the network size, the number of objects, and their replication degree. This property severely limits the scalability of Multi-Publication (as Figure 4 shows).
When considering the topology maintenance overhead ( Figure 5 ), it can be observed that Rollerchain is more expensive than the other two techniques. Such results are not surprising, as Rollerchain combines design elements of two overlays. Still, these costs are in the same order of magnitude of competing approaches, and relatively small when compared with the costs of replication discussed above. For example, considering a churn rate of c = 1, if objects have a size of 5MB (the typical size for audio files), each node in Rollerchain will require 190MB of bandwidth to move objects; whereas each node using Neighbour Replication would consume approximately 385MB of bandwidth. In fact, for a system with the number of objects and replication degree considered in this section, the overall costs of Rollerchain are below those of Neighbour Replication for object sizes greater than 6.7KB. Finally, the increase in bandwidth consumption by Rollerchain under higher churn rates can be explained by the occurrence of merge and division operations, which require additional coordination among peers, but also make the operation of the overlay more robust as discussed earlier.
C. Load Balancing
To evaluate the load balancing capacity of Rollerchain, we have conducted experiments with stable topologies (i.e., while no join or leave operations occurred). This decouples the load balancing properties from other aspects of the overlay operation. We assigned keys to 50.000 objects following two distributions: i) uniform and ii) Zipf with a 1.25 skew. The uniform random distribution provides a baseline of comparison, while the Zipf distribution illustrates operation in scenarios where a portion of the identifier space becomes overloaded. Subsequently, 100 queries per object were triggered at random nodes to achieve a grand total of 5.000.000 queries. Table II presents the resulting number of queries answered by each individual peer in the overlay. One can observe that the variance of the results obtained with Rollerchain is smaller than with the competing strategies. In Rollerchain, most nodes have approximately the same load. In fact, even the highest loaded node in Rollerchain only has 50% more load than the average; with Neighbour Replication, this value rises to 280%.
We now compare the results obtained with the Uniform (U) and the Zipf (Z) key distributions. We highlight that the results obtained for Rollerchain in the Zipf scenario are very similar to those obtained in the Uniform scenario. This shows that Rollerchain's dynamic partitioning of the data can adapt to extremely skewed datasets, making it oblivious to the key distribution in the identifier space. This makes Rollerchain suitable for supporting applications that use non-uniform distributions of keys. Multi-Publication performs better than Neighbour Replication under the Zipf distribution. However, due to the lack of mechanisms to adapt the distribution of objects among nodes, the skew in the load imposed across nodes is, at least, one order of magnitude above that achieved by Rollerchain.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a novel combination of gossip-based mechanisms and structured overlays to generate a DHT of virtual nodes, where each virtual node is materialized by a set of physical nodes. The resulting system can save a significant amount of bandwidth consumption when maintaining replication under churn: Our solution, named Rollerchain, has proved experimentally to be more robust than competing approaches. As future work, we plan to explore new data persistence models to apply in Rollerchain, allowing applications to specify different replication requirements for each particular object.
